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The position will provide the ability to apply work experience to a growing 
company. Look forward to working with a company that promotes quality products
and services and provides the opportunity to meet and exceed assigned tasks and
goals.

MARCH 2013 – OCTOBER 2014
PET STYLIST/SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Answered an average of addressing customer inquiries, solving problems and 
providing new product information.

 Greeted customers entering the store to ascertain what each customer wanted 
or needed.

 Described product to customers and accurately explained details and care of 
merchandise.

 Politely assisted customers in person and via telephone.
 Provided an elevated customer experience to generate a loyal clientele.
 Implemented marketing strategies that resulted in the growth of the customer 

base.
 Answered product questions with up-to-date knowledge of sales and store 

promotions.

2008 – 2013
PET STYLIST/SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Show up to work on time, answer phones, make appointments, customer 
service, providing a service, cash register, stocking, receiving.

 I was a great asset to the company.
 Could work all departments of the store.
 Helped build clients and personal relationships with those clients.
 Was the one who always showed up early and would stay late to help make sure

tasks were completed.
 Was the one who management would call to come cover a shift if a person 

called out and more often than not I would accept.
 Skills Used Above and beyond excellent customer service, extreme punctuality, 

on point with all my tasks.

EDUCATION

BS
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SKILLS

Customer Service, Pet Grooming, Retail Sales, Server, Management, Cash Handling, 
Cash Register.
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